exclusive reliance on the program. Here, we proposed a rule-based automatic five-sleepstage scoring method that was constructed using a hierarchical decision tree. According to characteristics of biosignals and staging rules, several modifications were used. The present study introduced a two-stage process in the hierarchical decision tree to increase staging accuracy. Ten features, including temporal and spectrum analyses of the EEG and EMG signals, were utilized [16, 27] . Normalization of the EEG index was applied to eliminate individual differences and make the distribution of the features to be centralized. Because the EMG signal only indicated the movement situation and only used as an references for the discrimination of the wake stage. The classification accuracy was tested with a large dataset (20 sets of 24-h recordings) comparing with visual scoring from two experts. In addition, the performances, including overall agreement and kappa coefficient of five and three stages, were compared to the existing methods. The present study further aimed to validate effectiveness of the 5-stage or 3-stage analyses on sleep disturbance of the acid-induced hyperalgesia model. 
Results

The performance of 5-stage scoring
The confusion matrix of the 5-stage scoring between the expert consensus and automatic scoring from 168,656 epochs of 20 rats is shown in Table 1 . The sensitivities of the wake, NREM1, NREM2, TS, and REM stages were 94.4%, 91.27%, 91.26%, 78.98%, and 90.48%, respectively. The specificities of the wake, NREM1, NREM2, TS, and REM stages were 99.96%, 94.57%, 98.8%, and 99.2%, respectively. Almost all indexes between the automatic scoring method and expert consensus attained 90%. The overall agreement was 92.32%. The kappa coefficient was 0.88, which indicated an excellent agreement.
The performance of 3-stage scoring
The confusion matrix of the 3-stage scoring between the expert consensus and automatic scoring from 168,656 epochs of 20 rats is reported in Table 2 . The sensitivities of Table 3 shows the agreements and kappa coefficients between the expert consensus scoring and automatic scoring in all subjects using the 5-stage and 3-stage analyses. We firstly considered performance of the 5-stage analysis. Agreement fell in the range of 87.42-97.18%. Fourteen subjects (70% of 20 rats) exhibited agreement of > 90%. Averaged agreement was 91.94%. The kappa coefficient was in the range of 0.78-0.96. Nineteen subjects (95% of 20 rats) exhibited an excellent agreement (i.e., κ > 0.80). Averaged kappa coefficient was 0.87 for the 5-stage analysis.
Individual performance
In the 3-stage scoring, agreement between the expert consensus scoring and automatic scoring fell in the range of 90.22-98.87%. All subjects (100%) exhibited agreement of > 9 = 0%. Averaged agreement was 94.39%. The kappa coefficient was in the range of 0.8-0.98. All subjects (100%) exhibited an excellent agreement. Averaged kappa coefficient was 0.90. These results demonstrated that the proposed rule-based method in either the 5-stage or 3-stage analysis achieved stable high performance. Figure 3 shows 5-stage wake-sleep changes of the two groups at day 2 and day 23. High portion of the wake stage occurred at dark period, and sleep stage often exhibited at light period. In particular, NREM2 sleep primarily occurred at the early phase of the light period followed by abundant NREM1 sleep at the late phase of the light period. Table 4 summarizes all statistical results of 5-stage wake-sleep changes between the two groups at 2 timepoints. There was significant difference in the factor of time exclusively at day 2. In a sharp contrast to day 2, there was significant difference in the factors of time in all parameters, treatment in wake and NREM1, and time × treatment in NREM2 at day 23. At day 23, the two groups exhibited significant difference in the wake and TS at a particular timepoint of the dark period. The acid group exhibited longer NREM1 and shorter NREM2 in the light period compared with those of the vehicle group. shows durations of the NREM1 and NREM2 in the light period of days 2 and 23 in the two groups. There was no significant difference in durations of the NREM1 and NREM2 between the two groups at day 2. In contrast, NREM1 duration of the acid group was significantly longer than that of the vehicle group at day 23. NREM2 duration of the acid group was significantly shorter than that of the vehicle group. When we used 3-stage wake-sleep analysis in the two groups at 2 days, there was significant difference in the time factor exclusively (Table 4 ). There was no significant difference in the factors of treatment or time × treatment at days 2 and 23. At day 23, there was a significant difference in NREM sleep of the dark period between the two groups (Fig. 4) . 
Discussion
The present study introduced 10 features with a simple threshold combined with a twostep hierarchical decision tree to characterize wake-sleep stages in rats. In both 5-stage and 3-stage wake-sleep classification, our method presented a high agreement with two experts. In an acid-induced widespread hyperalgesia model, 5-stage wake-sleep classification exhibited subtle sleep disturbance when hyperalgesia developed exclusively. The current study validated our automatic rule-based algorithm on a good performance for wake-sleep classification and effectiveness in the acid-induced hyperalgesia model. Table 6 summarizes all parameters and performance of this study and previous studies [11, 13, 14, 16, 22] in terms of signals, subject number, epoch length, total epoch number, and proposed methods under the 3-stage analysis. Overall agreements of these methods ranged from 88 to 96%, including 92-99% for wake, 85-97% for NREM, and 79-94% for REM. Among these data, our results demonstrated a high overall agreement (> 94%), and all stages' agreements exceeded 90% (94.9% for wake, 96.5% for NREM, and 90.48% for REM). Our 3-stage analytic method had optimal performance in terms of high agreement and κ value. The present study utilized a minimum number of signals and largest number of subjects (N = 20). Amount of epochs used in this study was several to ten folds of previous studies. Thus, the 
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Wake current study strengthens the reliability to validate our automatic scoring method in a simple preparation for sleep recording.
In the scoring method using 1 EEG and 1 EMG, most agreements between experts and automatic scoring from this study and previous studies [11, 16] were higher than 90%. These studies extracted crucial features from EEG and EMG (including alpha band power-related spindle activity and delta power of slow-wave activity) according to raters' experience. The present study selected features of a previous study [16] to calculate 3 valuable indexes for stages W, N, and R at the first part of the decision tree; afterwards, we further calculated relative power from powers of selected bands as indexes to finely tune threshold at the second part of the decision tree. Agreement of our method (94.97%) was slightly lower than 95.9% of the previous study [16] , particularly for the wake stage. This study preserved a comparable agreement using tenfold epochs compared with the previous study. Discrepancies may arise from different recording periods (24-h recording with 12-h light-off period in this study vs. 4-h light-on recording) and epoch amounts (168,656 of this study vs. 5594). Because rats are a nocturnal animal, they usually present quite wake state in the light-on period. The quite wake state is relatively easy to be correctly identified rather than active wake stage in the light-off period. On the other hand, the previous study presents 88.8% agreement from 9327 epochs and 95.9% agreement for 5594 epochs with high confidence between two raters [16] . Highly selected epochs of the previous study may be a reason to explain its high agreement. Human sleep staging uses epoch of 30 s. However, rats are nocturnal animals with a relative short sleep cycle [16, 20] . Thus, previous studies have selected epoch with a relative short duration for sleep staging in rats, such as 5 [13, 16] , 10 [17, 22] , or 20 s [11, 14] . In general, a long segment contains valuable wideband information with less sensitivity for transient response. By contrast, a short segment emphasizes on a transient variability exclusively. This study selected an epoch of 10 s as a compromise between valuable information and transient variance [17, 22] . To further extract valuable transient response, the present study designed fine analysis of 5.2-s epochs for each 10-s epoch combined with a rule-based decision tree to determine the behavioral stage [28] . Our results (94.97% agreement) exhibited relatively higher than previous studies (84.39% [17] or 90.9% [22] ) in Table 6 . Our proposed epoch length and alternative analytic method seem to be beneficial for staging analysis in rats.
Valuable features play an important role in classification of different behavioral stages. Numerous studies have suggested useful features for staging in EEG, such as band power [29] [30] [31] [32] , spectral power [29] [30] [31] , higher-order spectra [33] , entropy [30, 34, 35] , wavelets coefficient [29, 31, 36, 37] , etc. The present study selected certain classic band powers of a rat EEG as features [16, 38] , which are common and useful in automatic staging previously [14] [15] [16] 18] . We derived several valuable indexes from 10 features through statistical assessment (Figs. 5, 6 ). Most importantly, normalization of all selected indexes exhibited the advantage of eliminating individual differences [28] . The normalization of all indexes is also helpful for high consistency of the automatic scoring among subjects. The present study exhibited κ value of > 0.8 occurring in 95% of rats for the 3-stage scoring and 100% of rats for the 5-stage scoring. These results demonstrated subjectindependent robustness of our strategies using band power-related features combined with normalization. In addition to band power of EEG, the wavelet analysis is recently emphasized for non-stationary signal [31, 36] . The contribution of wavelet coefficients on our proposed automated scoring method remains to be determined.
Previous studies have introduced various classification algorithms, including artificial neural network [29] [30] [31] [35] [36] [37] , decision trees [29, 31] , liner discriminant analysis [29, (Fig. 6 ), a simple threshold was used in several testing points of the decision tree ( Fig. 7) and had a great advantage on reduction of computation power. The present study also modified the decision tree into two principal parts according to valuable features of previous studies [16] and prior experience of experts. Thus, our algorithm was easy to determine two kinds of sleep scorings. Agreements for the 3-stage scoring and 5-stage scoring were 94.97% and 92.32%, respectively. In the present study, κ values of almost all subjects were > 0.8 (i.e., excellent agreement) for the two-stage scorings. Based on these results, the present study proposes a new decision tree combined with valuable features for sleep scoring.
The 5-stage wake-sleep classification in rats has been proposed in a previous study with a semiautomatic scoring method [20] . Table 7 shows agreements of the previous study [20] and our method. The present study achieved a better performance in wake (94.4% vs 85.14%), NREM1 (91.13% vs 71.51%), NREM2 (91.26% vs 89.94%), and TS (78.98% vs 72.55%). The performance of REM in this study (90.48%) was slightly less than the previous study (94.52%). Overall agreement (92.32%) of this study was higher than that of the previous method (82.63%). The κ value of this study indicated an excellent agreement, and the previous study only exhibited substantial agreement. Taken together, the present study advances automatic scoring technique of the 5-stage analysis. The 3-stage staging method provided little information of slow-wave activity in NREM sleep. Thus, it is difficult to explore interactive change of delta activity and alpha activity during NREM sleep. In a sharp contrast, the 5-stage scoring is able to observe possible alteration between slow-wave activity (delta power) and spindle (alpha power) [20] . At the baseline (day 2), both groups did not differ from each other in terms of PWT and sleep pattern. Rats exhibited decrease NREM2 sleep (slow-wave sleep) followed by increased NREM1 sleep (light sleep) during light period (Fig. 3) , which is similar to nocturnal sleep pattern in humans [1] . This cyclic change of NREM1 and NREM2 during light-on period cannot be seen in the 3-stage analysis (Fig. 4) . Repetitive acid injection into an unilateral muscle caused widespread hyperalgesia at day 23 [39] . The present study also characterized acid-induced hyperalgesia comorbid with sleep disturbance, i.e., longer NREM1 sleep and shorter NREM2 sleep (Table 4 ). This phenomenon exists in most humans with chronic widespread pain syndromes, such as fibromyalgia [2] . Taken together, the present study provides additional face validity of acid-induced hyperalgesia model as human's fibromyalgia and further support on the 5-stage wake-sleep analysis.
Conclusions
We performed and validated a rule-based automated sleep scoring system in rats. The proposed method exhibits 92.32% agreement in the five-stage scoring and 94.97% agreement in the three-stage scoring with a manually reference from two scorers. Ten features of the EEG and EMG signals were utilized. Normalization of these feature-derived indexes was employed to reduce individual variability. A simple threshold was set to separate different stages. Compared with other classifiers, such as neural networks [12, 24] or linear discriminator analysis [40] , the thresholding in this approach is less computationally complex. Our method classified the vast majority of epochs with excellent agreement through high κ value. The performance of our proposed five-stage method is superior to existing methods. Because the classification is less computation power and 
Methods
Animal preparation and experimental procedure
Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (n = 20, 300-400 g) were used. Rats were raised in a sound-attenuated room with a 12-12 light-dark cycle (06:00-18:00 lights on) and comfortable temperature (25 ± 2 °C). Rats were randomly assigned into a group receiving the vehicle (pH 7.2, n = 11) or acid saline (pH 4.0, n = 11). The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of National Cheng Kung University reviewed and approved the experimental procedures. The recording electrodes were implanted under pentobarbital anesthesia (60 mg/kg, i.p.). Following anesthesia induction, the rat was placed in a standard stereotaxic apparatus. The dorsal surface of the skull was exposed and cleaned. Seven stainless steel screws were driven bilaterally into the skull overlaying the frontal (2.0 mm anterior to and 2.0 mm lateral to the bregma), parietal (2.0 mm posterior to and 2.0 mm lateral to the bregma), and occipital (6.0 mm posterior to and 2.0 mm lateral to the bregma) regions of the cortex [5] . A reference electrode was implanted 2.0 mm caudal to the lambda. Sevenstrand stainless steel microwires (#7935, A-M Systems) were bilaterally inserted into the dorsal neck muscles to record EMG. Monopolar EEG recording and bipolar EMG recording were used. There were two groups: the first group (No. 1-10) had EEG recordings from bilateral frontal lobe and right occipital lobe; the second group (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) had EEG recordings from bilateral parietal lobe and right occipital lobe. The occipital EEG is good to pick up hippocampal theta activity for characterizing REM sleep [5] . Following the surgery, the rats were administered antibiotics (chlortetracycline) and housed individually in cages for 1 week of recovery. To allow the rats to become habituated to the experimental apparatus, each animal was placed in the recording environment 1 day prior to the experiment.
Induction of chronic hyperalgesia was described in our previous study [39] . In brief, normal saline (pH 7.2) was adjusted with an 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid to pH 4.0 ± 0.1 as acid saline. All rats were briefly anesthetized with vaporized isoflurane (3-5%). The left gastrocnemius muscle was injected with 100-μl neutral saline (vehicle group) or acid saline (acid group) on days 3 and 8.
Hyperalgesia test in terms of paw withdrawal threshold (PWT) has been described in our previous study [39] . Briefly, rats were placed in a Lucite cubicle on an elevated metal grid allowing to stimulate the plantar surface of a paw. Von Frey filaments were applied to the plantar surface of a paw. A "response" to the stimuli was defined as an abrupt lifting of the foot upon application of the von Frey filaments. A trial contained 5 von Frey stimuli. PWT was defined as the lowest force that elicited ≥ 3 withdrawals in 5 consecutive stimuli. PWT of the ipsilateral left hindpaw was measured followed by the contralateral right hindpaw. In the present study, PWTs before the 1st injection (D1) and 14 days after the 2nd injection (D22) were selected to demonstrate effect of repetitive unilateral injection of acid saline eliciting bilateral chronic hyperalgesia. Sleep recording of 26 h (from 5:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. of the next day) was performed at day 2 (baseline) and day 23 (severe hyperalgesia) with regard to measures of PWTs [39] . 
Sleep recording and stage scoring
Rats were briefly anesthetized with vaporized isoflurane (3-5%). Dental cement was used to fix a recording wire, which contained an amplifier headset, with the connector over the rat's head. The rat was placed in a transparent acrylic box, and the recording wire was connected into a multichannel commutator (Model#SL-36, Dragonfly Inc., West Virginia, USA) for free movement in the recording box. A head set contained several N-channel field-effect transistors (MMBF5484, Motorola Semiconductor, USA) to act as a transconductance voltage buffer to reduce possible interference of external electromagnetic field coupling from the recording wire [41] . EEGs of frontal, parietal and occipital cortices were amplified (5000×) and filtered (0.1-70 Hz). EMG was amplified (1000×) in the range of 100-500 Hz. The EEG and EMG were synchronously digitized at different sampling rates (200 and 500 Hz, respectively) through a 12-bit analog-digital converter (PCL-818L, Advantech, Taiwan) connected to an IBM PCcompatible computer. The entire software, including data acquisition and analysis, was developed in MATLAB. The acquired data were stored on a hard disk for subsequent offline verification.
All sleep recordings from 20 rats were scored visually by two sleep specialists with a 10-s segment (termed the epoch). The training data were randomly selected from two rats (one from the first group and the other one from the second group) and the remaining rats in the two groups were used for testing.
Feature extraction
The present study used Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to characterize powers of specific bandwidths. A variety of frequency-and time-domain features were extracted from 2-s non-overlapping segments of the sleep data. Table 8 lists the 10 features used in this study [16, 27] .
Spectral power (SP): Following FFT, we calculated the mean spectral power (dB) among each frequency band for the EEG (EEG lo ; 0-0.5 Hz, δ; 0.5-5 Hz, θ; 6-9 Hz, α; 10.5-15 Hz, β; 22-30 Hz, γ; 35-45 Hz).
Power ratio (PR): Following FFT, we calculated the total spectral power (dB) of 0-30 Hz and the mean power of each frequency band in the EEG. Then, we calculated the ratio of (1) Table 8 shows three power ratios as our features (EEG lo ; 0-0.5 Hz, δ; 0.5-5 Hz, α; 10.5-15 Hz).
EMG energy: EMG signal was filtered in the range of 10-100 Hz. The mean value of the absolute amplitude of the filtered EMG in an epoch was calculated from as a feature.
Following feature extraction, normalization of the features was employed to prevent extreme values influencing analysis then to reduce possible individual variability [28] . For each feature, the mean of the maximal 10% data was calculated as the maximum value of the feature, and the mean of the minimal 10% data was calculated as the minimum value of the feature. The procedure for normalization was summarized in the following steps:
Step 1 The means of the 10% minimal and maximal values for each feature as the min and max values, respectively, were calculated.
Step 2 The min and max values were set as 0 and 1; the other values were then normalized from 0 to 1.
Step 3 If the value was higher than 1, the value was specified as 1. If the value was lower than 0, the value was specified as 0.
Two steps are required after the elementary construction of a decision tree: (1) selecting appropriate features for each decision node and (2) setting appropriate threshold of the selected features as the splitting predicates. For the first step, the means and the standard deviations of the analyzed feature corresponding to stages A and B were ( Ā , B ) and ( σ A , σ B ), respectively. The distribution distance (DD) of the feature with respect to A and B was calculated through the following equation:
A feature with a large DD value indicates a large difference between stages A and B. Afterwards, a large DD value between features was used to select proper features for each node.
For the second step, the present study set an appropriate value for each feature to clarify stage at each node. The threshold for the feature was obtained by following equation:
Structure of the decision tree Figure 7 shows flow chart of the proposed decision tree. The decision tree contained two parts and seven testing points. The first part of the decision tree characterized all 10-s epochs into three conditions, i.e., stages W, N, and R. Afterwards, the second part further classified these epochs into the wake, NREM1, NREM2, TS, and REM stages. In the first part of the decision tree, we used indexes defined in a previous study to classify an epoch into a condition [16] . The present study determined different ratios of the variables to discriminate each condition as follows:
A previous study has proposed a short 2-s segment to increase the sensitivity for sleep staging in humans [28] . The current study divided each 10-s epoch into five 2-s segments and then calculated four indexes by the average of five 2-s feature values. The Index A was used to detect the artifact stage. The artifacts were characterized by high fluctuation from the signal occasionally accompanied by broadband increases in EEG power [16] . For instance, the artifact was caused by biting or grasping something within a short period in rats. In the first testing point of Fig. 7 , the epoch was considered an artifact if the value of the Index A /∑NRA > 0.9 (where ∑NRA = Index N + Index R + Index A ). In general, these artifact epochs were considered as wake epochs [22] .
Ideally, a good feature set should present great difference in a distinct condition. The Index W values would exceed values of the Index N and Index R in the stage W. The Index N values were greater than the values of Index W and Index R in the stage N, and the Index R values should be larger than the values of Index W and Index N in the stage R. The present study randomly selected 600 10-s epochs from two rats (48-h recording) with staging by two experts as the 3-stage analysis (1st to 200th epochs were wake, 201st to 400th epochs were NREM, and 401st to 600th epochs were REM). A rat contributed 100 epochs for each condition. Three indexes were calculated from normalized values. Figure 5 illustrates the values of Index W , Index N , and Index R in the wake, NREM, and REM stages, respectively. The index belonging to a particular stage was obviously higher than the other two stages, such as higher Index W occurred at the wake stage. Figure 6a shows values of the Index W , Index N and Index R in the wake, NREM, and REM stages from the training dataset. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) [42] was utilized to assess the Index difference under a particular stage, if appropriate, a Bonferroni t test [43] was used as a post hoc test. In the wake stage, the Index exhibited significant difference (F 2,25875 = 47807.06, p < 0.001). The Index W (0.771 ± 0.002) was significantly higher than Index N (0.194 ± 0.002) and Index R (0.036 ± 0.001). In the NREM stage, the Index exhibited significant difference (F 2,26664 = 78,406.13, p < 0.001). The Index N (0.744 ± 0.001) was significantly higher than Index W (0.122 ± 0.001) and Index R (0.134 ± 0.001). In the REM stage, the Index exhibited significant difference (F 2,3600 = 3229.41, p < 0.001). The Index R (0.689 ± 0.007) was significantly higher than Index W (0.134 ± 0.004) and Index N (0.178 ± 0.005).
In the second part of the decision tree, epochs were further divided into the wake, NREM1, NREM2, TS, and REM stages. When a rat exhibited active behavior, extreme Figure 6b shows values of the Index 1 and Index 2 in the wake and NREM1 stages from the training dataset. In the wake stage, the Index 1 (0.496 ± 0.001) was significantly higher than the Index 2 (0.194 ± 0.001; t 70458 = 179.557, p < 0.001). In the NREM1 stage, the Index 2 (0.292 ± 0.011) was significantly higher than the Index 1 (0.216 ± 0.011; t 698 = -4.969, p < 0.001). As shown in the 3rd testing point of the second part decision tree, an epoch that the Index 1 values of all 2-s segments exceed the Index 2 was considered as the wake stage. Otherwise, the epoch was considered as the NREM1 stage.
In the stage N of the first part, the epoch that low band power ratio (0-0.5 Hz) > 0.5 occurred at ≥ 2.2-s segments was rescored as the wake stage for the 4th testing point because an epoch in the stage N probably presented mild delta wave and movementinduced noise simultaneously. Our prior experience expressed ≥ 2 segments with higher low band power ratio as a reasonable index for the wake stage. Subsequently, frontal and parietal EEGs were characterized by a prominent theta rhythm intermittent with short-lasting high-amplitude spindles in the TS. The current study defined Index 3 and Index 4 as follows: Figure 6c shows values of Index 3 and Index 4 from the training dataset. In the TS, the Index 3 (0.615 ± 0.007) was significantly higher than the Index 4 (0.145 ± 0.000; t 3348 = − 59.757, p < 0.001). An epoch that the Index 3 values of ≥ 3.2-s segments exceed the Index 4 was considered as the TS for the 5th testing point. In the NREM1 + NREM2 of the stage N, the Index 4 (0.488 ± 0.001) was significantly higher than the Index 3 (0.206 ± 0.001; t 75258 = 171.850, p < 0.001). According to prior experience, delta band power of the NREM2 stage was higher than that of the NREM1 stage. The present study considered an epoch as the NREM2 stage if delta band power ratio > 0.5 occurred at ≥ 3.2-s segments for the 6th testing point of the second part decision tree. Otherwise, the epoch was considered as the NREM1 stage.
The TS and REM stages often exhibited theta activity. The TS also embedded higher alpha amplitude of high-amplitude spindle exclusively. In the stage R of the first part decision tree, an epoch that alpha band (10.5-15 Hz) power ratio > 0. According to the two-part decision tree, the 5-stage scoring was finished. Furthermore, the present study took the NREM1, NREM2 and TS together as the NREM stage for the 3-stage analysis.
Statistics
Two experts used the established rules for visual scoring and did not discuss the data each other. The five-stage (wake, NREM1, NREM2, TS, REM) and three-stage (wake, NREM, REM) scorings were compared here. For the 3-stage analysis, experts considered NREM1, NREM2 and TS as NREM. The automatic staging hypnogram and manual staging were performed. Figure 8 displays three hypnograms scored by expert 1, expert 2 and automatic staging, respectively. The present study compared the automatic scoring with expert 1 and expert 2. For a given epoch, four scoring situations existed: (1) both the two manual scores and the automatic score were identical; (2) the two manual scores were the same but differed from the automatic score; (3) difference in the two manual scorers and the automatic score consenting with a manual scorer; (4) difference among all scorings. The expert consensus scoring defined as epochs in the same sleep stage by the two experts. To reduce possible confusion epochs, epochs with consensus scoring by two experts were used throughout the entire validation procedure.
The performance between the expert consensus and staging method was assessed by numerous indexes, including sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP), number of true positive (PPV), number of true negative (NPV) of each stage, overall agreement, and kappa coefficient (κ). Definitions of all indexes were shown below.
(12) SE = Number of true positives Number of true positives + Number of false negatives 
